
APPIC INTERNSHIP APPLICATION ESSAYS

AAPI (APPIC Application for Psychology Internships) to internship sites (which includes the specific cover letters, vitas,
and essays that were sent to each site.

No need to panic. When applicants submit an application to our internship program with a cover letter that
clearly reflects training experiences offered at one of the other two APA-accredited internship programs in
Little Rock. Think out of the box here! Applicants should understand that accepting an offer is a final
decision, as an offer that is tendered by an internship program and accepted by an applicant constitutes a
binding agreement between the program, the applicant, and APPIC that may not be reversed without APPIC's
consent. Why you got into psychology in the first place i. Own it! This gives you depth and flexibility as a
clinician which is attractive to sites. I want to give a special thanks to my dissertation chair and mentor who
helped me tremendously in my internship application process: Dr. For instance, minimum number of contact
hours or assessments with specific instruments are required by our program. Instead, applictions will be
submitted directly to the internship program via e-mail attachment. Make this essay come to life by giving
concrete examples using behavioral language e. This is my only chance to meet you on paper, other than a
bunch of numbers and labels and statistics. An appropriate metaphor, quote, or song lyric that speaks to you. If
an internship program tells you that they will only accept this verification sent directly by the DCT, then you
and your DCT should definitely follow those instructions. For example, if you have played in a band, traveled
extensively in foreign countries, were a volunteer fire fighter, put it down. If there is more than one theory that
speaks to you, great! You made it through your graduate coursework. You must always submit the three
required items as e-mail attachments: 1 a copy of your basic AAPI, 2 a cover letter, personalized to the site to
which you are applying, and 3 a copy of your curriculum vita. We have been trained to write logically and
methodically to convey exact descriptions of client behavior for treatment planning and research. I get it. The
following are specific tips to consider when writing each of your essays: General Guidelines Use a Thematic
Model In general, all essays should use a thematic model. You should talk with your references to determine
how best to send out copies when requested by an internship site. It is entirely up to you to decide what
information you wish to provide along with the format in which to represent it. Do you love to learn? Please
note that sites may request additional materials from you later in the process, after your application has been
submitted. In the Post-Match Vacancy Service, a total of internship sites posted announcements between
March and October each announcement was for one or more available positions. It can be hard to get feedback
on your essays and you need to be taking care of your emotions during the entire interview process so as not to
burn out with classes, dissertation proposal, and practicum before interviews even start. How do you want to
make your audience better? Recruit Proofreaders Make sure that you have a mentor, close friend in the field,
or another trusted source to read over your drafts. How did you take your clinical interests and curiosities and
make them research interests? Applicants apply for the positions in which they are interested see " Preparing
your Application Materials " and " Submitting an Application in the PMVS ," below, for specific guidelines
about how to apply. If you wish to receive an e-mailed notification whenever this vacancy list is updated, you
may sign up for such notifications here anytime after March 1,  How does that intersect with your Adlerian
mindset to help you conduct research that you hope will influence public policy? Some DCTs may be willing
to give you an electronic copy to send to sites; others may want to send the verification to sites themselves in
which case they should understand the importance of sending materials out quickly. You would be surprised at
how much a good essay can affect the application process. The last paragraph should summarize how those
previous paragraphs support the theme introduced in the first paragraph. Here are the four essay questions:
Please provide an autobiographical statement. If an internship program tells you that they will only accept
references sent directly by the authors, then you and your reference-writers should definitely follow those
instructions. These are just application essays. Give yourself time to work on these essays and do not rush to
get them over with. You may use de-identified case material to illustrate your points if you choose. Essays
Essays may be submitted as a separate e-mail attachment only if specifically requested by an internship site,
preferably in.


